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Contents: 1 Introduction. – 2 Power. From magma ontology to the dual 
project of modernity. Some etymology. Gestaltungsvermögen. Magma 
concept (Castoriadis). Magma ontology. The radical imagination of the 
psychic monad. The social imaginary significations (SIS) of the socio-
historical. Gestaltungsvermögen, magma ontology, capital. Autonomy 
versus Heteronomy. The SIS of autonomy versus the SIS rational con-
trol. – 3 Quantification. Operational symbolism and computable ration-
ality. Definition of symbolism. Operational symbolism: calculization 
(Kalkülisierung). Leibniz’s theory of symbols. Earlier forms of symbol-
ism: ontological and magical symbolism. Operational symbolism and 
magmatic reality. Institutionalization of computable reason: bureaucra-
cy and finance. – 4 Money and Finance. Towards a Power Theory of 
Money. Concepts of Money. Property-based money (capitalist money). 
Power aspects. Derivatives: risk management or the self-reflexivity of 
rational control. – 5 Bureaucracy, finance and the pseudorationality of 
rational control. “Bureaucratic capitalism” or bureaucracy as the organ-
izational mode of rational control? The pseudorationality of bureaucra-
cy. The inner contradictions of financial capitalism. Operational 
closedness and autocatalytic growth of bureaucracy and finance. Sys-
temic crisis or decay of pseudorational control? – 6 Way out? Autonomy 
and operational symbolism.
 
